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Abstract: As there is an increase in the usage of digital applications, the availability of data generated has
increased to a tremendous scale. Data is an important component in almost every domain where research
and analysis are required to solve the problems. It is available in a structured or unstructured format.
Therefore, in order to get corresponding data as per the application's purpose, easily and quickly from
different sources of data on the internet, an online content summarizer is desired. Summarizers makes it
easier for users to understand the content without reading it completely. Abstractive Text Summarizer helps
in defining the content by considering the important words and helps in creating summaries that are in a
human-readable format. The main aim is to make summaries in such a way that it should not lose its context.
Various Neural Networkmodels are employed along with other machine translation models to bring about a
concise summary generation.
Keywords: Neural Network
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of the Internet, people are overwhelmed by the tremendous amount of online information and
documents. As the information communication technologies areexpanding at a great speed large number of electronic
documents are easily available online and user facing a difficulty to find related information; As a result, users get so
exhausted reading large amount of text that they may skip reading many important and relevant documents so these
concerns have sparked interest in the development of Text summarization. Text summarization is the task of creating a
document from one or more textual sourcesthat is smaller in size but retains some or most of the information contained in
the original sources. What information and which other characteristics of the source documents are kept depends on the
intended use of the summary. It is a tedious task to gather all the data and give a summarized form. So, text summarizers
came in hand that condense the document to a shorter version providing a clear and concise summary of the dialogue. A
summary is beneficial as it helps in recouping long text files and thus saving time as well. This as a whole decodes the
issues, challenges and howan abstractive method of summarization can be used for dialogue systems. Natural Language
Processing (NLP) is all about interpreting human language from onestructure to another. In NLP, Summarization is one
of the research work which focuses on providing relevant summary using various Natural Language Processing .
II. OBJECTIVE
The main objective of a text summarization system is to identify the most important information from the given text and
present it to the end users. In this paper, Wikipedia articlesare given as input to system and Abstractive text summarization
is presented by identifying text features and scoring the sentences accordingly. The text is first pre-processed to tokenize
the sentences and perform stemming operations. We then score the sentences using the different text features. Two novel
approaches implemented are using the citations present in the text and identifying synonyms. These features along with
the traditional methods are usedto score the sentences. The scores are used to classify the sentence to be in the summary
text not with the help of a neural network. The user can provide what percentage of the originaltext should be in the
summary. It is found that scoring the sentences based on citations gives the best results.
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM
Taeho Jo et.al (2017) proposed a method that uses the feature vector of certain features and obtains the correlation
between the vectors. We propose a version of KNN (K NearestNeighbor) where the similarity between feature vectors
is computed considering the similarity among attributes or features as well as one among values. The task of text
summarization is viewed as the binary classification task where each paragraph or sentenceis classified into the essence
or non- essence, and in previous works, improved results are obtained by the proposed version in the text classification
and clustering. In this research, we define the similarity which considers both attributes and attribute values, modifies
the KNN into the version based on the similarity, and use the modified version as the approachto the text summarization
task. As the benefits of this research, we may expect a more compact representation of data items and better performance.
Therefore, the goal of this research is to implement the text summarization algorithm which represents data items more
compactly and provides more reliability. The proposed approach should be applied and validated in the specialized
domains: engineering, medicine, science, and law, and it should be customized to the suitable version, to cut down the
computation time. We develop and combine various schemes of computing the similarities among features. By adopting
the proposed approach, we will develop the text summarization system as a real version. The total observed percentile is
65 percentage.
IV. PROBLEM INDENTIFICATION
An Investigating Officer may sometimes be required to refer to online news articles to obtain further information about
a case beyond what is already known through on-ground sources. Due to the proliferation of news websites on the
internet, it is not uncommon for a simple search on a topic or suspect of interest to return thousands, and even lakhs, of
relevant news articles. It would take an Investigating Officer hours and hours of manual effort to go through these news
articles, understand them and assimilate key findings. Often information would be spread out and not available in a single
article.
V. METHODOLOGY
Steps involved to generate the abstraction based summary
STEP 1: Here the text is used collected from the user as input for summarizer.
STEP 2: In this step collected text is cleaned, means deleting the stop words, special characters, numbers which is
irrelevant to text and punctuations
STEP 3: In this step word token and sentences token are created this process is called Tokenization
STEP 4: In this step by those tokens created in pervious step, frequency is found for every word in the users input text.
STEP 5: Here in this step weights are assigned to words.
STEP 6: Based on the weights, most top rated 20% weighted sentences are called final summary.

Figure 1: Summary Generation Process
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION
The pseudocode of a NLTK TEXT- SUMMARIZER mechanism
Start
INPUT: Un-summarized Text
Output: Summary For given input Text
1. Import nltk , (import by typing “ PIP INSTALL NLTK” command)
2. 2.import Stopwords
3. Def nltk_summarizer(TEXT)
4. SW = set(stopword.word(“English”))
5. words = word_tokenize(TEXT)
6. freqTable=dict( )
7. // Removing Stop Words
8. for word in words
9. word = word.lower( )
10. if word not in stopWords
11. if word in freqTable
12. freqTable[word] += 1
13. else
14. freqTable[word] = 1
15. end for
16. sentence_list = sent_tokenize(docx)
17. max_freq = max(freqTable.values( ))
18. for word in freqTable.keys( )
19. freqTable[word] = (freqTable[word]/max_freq)
20. sentence_scores = { }
21. for sent in sentence_list
22. for word in nltk.word_tokenize(sent.lower( ))
23. if word in freqTable.keys( )
24. if len(sent.split(‘ ‘)) < 30
25. if sent not in sentence_scores.keys( )
26. sentence_scores[sent] = freqTable[word]
27. else
28. sentence_scores[sent] += freqTable[word] //total number of length of words.
29. end for
30. end for
31. return summary
32. Stop
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VII. FLOW CHART

Figure 2: Flow Chart
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IX. RESULTS
The solution should take the desired length of summary from the user as an input should return summarized
output.
The most important output of these Abstraction based text summarizer is to reduce the reading time.
Abstraction based text summarization produces meaningful sentences.
It makes the user to read the summarized output easily.
It gives short, exact and more content full summary without repetitive summary.
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9.1 Output Options

Summary Output for Given Input Text
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